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Título: La Escala de Control Intencional para adultos: propiedades psicométricas de la versión catalana y sus relaciones con la regulación emocional cognitiva.
Resumen: Los objetivos del estudio fueron (a) examinar las propiedades
psicométricas de la versión catalana de la Escala de Control Intencional del
Cuestionario de Temperamento en Adultos (forma breve) y (b) analizar las
relaciones entre control intencional (CI), afectividad negativa (AN) y el uso
de estrategias de regulación emocional (RE) cognitiva negativa. En una
muestra de 353 estudiantes universitarios, el instrumento muestra unos niveles aceptables de consistencia interna, estabilidad temporal y validez convergente; sin embargo, sus propiedades psicométricas son menos satisfactorias que las que presentan otras versiones de este instrumento. Los índices
de ajuste del análisis factorial confirmatorio revelan poca adecuación al modelo teórico de tres factores. Por otro lado, los resultados indican que la
tendencia a implicarse en estrategias de RE cognitiva negativas está relacionada, principalmente, con la presencia de niveles elevados de AN. Además,
aunque tales tendencias también están influenciadas por la capacidad de CI,
los datos muestran que el CI no modera la relación entre AN, ansiedad y el
uso de estrategias de RE cognitiva negativas.
Palabras clave: Control intencional; regulación emocional; temperamento;
afectividad negativa; ansiedad; depresión; evaluación psicológica.

Introduction
Effortful control (EC) is a single latent temperamental construct (Sulik et al., 2010) directly linked to executive attention. It includes the ability to voluntarily manage attention
(attentional control), to inhibit a dominant response (inhibitory control), and to activate a subdominant response (activation control) while experiencing emotion (Evans &
Rothbart, 2007; Rothbart & Rueda, 2005). It is anchored
within temperamental models that distinguish between motivational-emotional constructs related to individuals’ reactivity to stimulation, such as negative affectivity (NA) – an
overarching construct including similar and partially overlapping concepts as negative affect (Clark & Watson, 1991)
and Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS) reactivity – and attentional constructs, such as EC, akin to self-regulation capability to modulate reactivity (Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Eggum, 2010; Putnam & Stifter, 2008; Sulik et al., 2010).
The temperamental traits of EC and NA are key vulnerability factors of theoretical models that describe the development of anxiety and depressive disorders (e.g., Eisenberg et
al., 2010; Nigg, 2006). There are consistent empirical data
(mainly from research on youth) that support that individuals with high NA and low EC exhibit more anxiety and depressive symptoms. On the other hand, high EC ability is
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Abstract: The goals of this study were (a) to examine the psychometric
properties of a Catalan version of the Effortful control scale of the Adult
Temperament Questionnaire short-form and (b) to analyze the relationships among effortful control (EC), negative affectivity (NA), and the use
of negative cognitive emotion regulation (ER) strategies. In a sample of
353 college students, the instrument presents acceptable internal consistency, temporal stability and convergent validity; however, in general, psychometric properties are poorer than those reported for other versions.
Confirmatory factor analysis fit indices revealed an overall poor fit for the
three-factor theoretical model. Additionally, it has been found that the
proneness to engage in negative cognitive ER strategies was mainly related
with exhibiting high NA. Further, although such tendencies were also influenced by EC capabilities, data did not show EC moderating the relationships among NA, anxiety, and the use of negative cognitive ER strategies.
Key words: Effortful control; emotion regulation; temperament; negative
affectivity; anxiety; depression; psychological assessment.

viewed as a moderating factor of NA that allows the deleterious effects of increased reactivity to be overridden (Carver,
Johnson, & Joormann, 2009).
Similarly, it has been established that some kinds of emotion regulation (ER) strategies, a construct that can be linked
with EC, are not only closely related to emotional disorders
but are also considered to be integral to their persistence
(Barlow, Allen, & Choate, 2004; Campbell-Sills & Barlow,
2007; Craske, 2003). Thus, the interplay of reactive and regulatory processes appears to be essential to a better understanding of the etiopathogenesis and maintenance of emotional disorders. This relationship will be addressed in
greater detail below.
While research on EC in youth has been widely developed, attention to that construct is still scarce in adults. The
first self-report measure designed to assess EC as it is currently defined, the Adult Temperament Questionnaire
(ATQ) did not appear until recently (Evans & Rothbart,
2007), although it built upon former adult temperamental
scales (Derryberry & Rothbart, 1988; Rothbart, Ahadi, &
Evans, 2000). In addition to the original English version, the
short version of the ATQ has been translated into German
(Wiltink, Vogelsang, & Beutel, 2006) and French (Laverdiere, Diguer, Gamache, & Evans, 2010), and the EC scale
alone has been translated into Japanese (Yamagata, Takahashi, Shigemasu, Ono, & Kijima, 2005). In all these studies
EC has been found to be negatively related to anxiety, depression, and/or general distress, negative affect and the
personality dimension of neuroticism, and positively related
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to conscientiousness. However, none of these studies have
analyzed the ATQ scales at item level, whether through exploratory (EFA) or confirmatory (CFA) factor analysis. Using the ATQ short form as a self-reported EC measure, it
has also been found that impaired EC, mainly attention and
inhibitory controls, is related to greater anxiety and depression (Buffington, 2009; Moriya & Tanno, 2008). Conversely,
high EC, in conjunction with low NA, has been associated
with low anxiety (Clements & Bailey, 2010).
Psychometric properties of the ATQ five temperamental
dimensions (Affiliativeness, Effortful control, Negative affect, Extraversion/surgency, and Orienting sensitivity) have
been analyzed in several occasions (Evans & Rothbart, 2007,
Laverdiere, et al., 2010). However a more in depth exploration of the ATQ subscales at item level, through exploratory
(EFA) or confirmatory (CFA) factor analyses, needs to be
done. Particularly, ATQ-short form-EC three subscales (attentional, inhibitory and activation control) need to be carefully examined. Because EC is a unique contribution of the
ATQ to the temperament structure, researchers may want to
focus on EC total scale or in any of its three subscales.
In contrast to the limited investigations of EC in adults,
a huge amount of research has been devoted to cognitive
ER (Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010; Cisler,
Olatunji, Feldner, & Forsyth, 2010; McLaughlin & NolenHoeksema, 2011). In general, emotional disorders and increased anxiety and depression are consistently associated
with the presence of some negative cognitive ER strategies,
such as rumination - mainly in its brooding facet but not so
clearly in its reflection one (Treynor, González, & NolenHoeksema, 2003) – suppression, or cognitive avoidance. On
the other hand, positive cognitive ER regulation strategies,
those devoted to altering the appraisal of internal and/or external events in a positive direction (e.g. acceptance, reappraisal), are not as clearly linked to psychopathology. Surprisingly, EC and cognitive ER research has evolved independently, without specific studies devoted to directly exploring the potential links between both constructs, with the
exception of the study by Verstraeten, Vasey, Raes, and
Bijttebier (2009). They found that EC moderated the association between NA and rumination, and, prospectively, the
association between rumination and depressive symptoms.
No other investigations have included both variables in their
analyses, and, to our knowledge, no research has directly examined the role of EC in determining cognitive ER, nor in
moderating the relationship between NA and negative ER,
although some facets of EC, as attentional mechanisms, are
recognised to play a central role in the development of selfregulation (Ato, González, & Carranza, 2004; González,
Carranza, Fuentes, Galián, & Estévez, 2001) and that these
temperamental variables interact with parenting in determining social adjustment in childhood (Ato, Galián, & Huéscar,
2007).
A notable amount of research reports that negative ER
strategies are widely influenced by NA. Initial reactivity is
presumed to affect the choice of ER, to interfere with the
anales de psicología, 2013, vol. 29, nº 3 (octubre)

ability to display more adaptive strategies in modulating
emotional experience, and/or to impair executive functioning through the breakdown of reciprocal inhibitory neural
circuits favoring perseverative cognitions such as rumination
and worry, along with compensatory cognitions like suppression (e.g., Brosschot, 2010; Lewis, Zinbarg, & Durbin,
2010; Suveg, Morelen, Brewer, & Thomassin, 2010; Thompson, Lewis, & Calkins, 2008; Tull, Gratz, Latzman, Kimbrel,
& Lejuez, 2010). Other investigations in adults have reported that EC moderates the relationships between NA
and anxiety/depressive symptoms (Buffington, 2009;
Wiltink et al., 2006) or attentional bias to threat stimuli (Helzer, Connor-Smith, & Reed, 2009; Lonigan & Vasey, 2009).
These kind of attentional biases are already well-known core
elements in anxiety processes with a few recent articles also
stating that negative ER are due to impaired attentional disengagement from negative external or self-referent information, what in turns is widely due to poor attentional control
ability, one of the facets of EC (Cisler & Koster, 2010; Helzer et al., 2009; Koster, De Lissnyder, Derakshan, & De
Raedt, 2011). Therefore, not only NA, but also impaired EC,
seems to be directly linked with the emergence of negative
forms of cognitive ER. We consider, in accordance with a
similar statement by Eisenberg, Valiente, and Sulik (2009),
that simultaneously studying EC and cognitive ER strategies
could be one promising avenue of research.
The goal of the current study was twofold. First, we
sought to analyze the psychometric properties of a Catalan
version of the EC scale of the ATQ-short form. Second, the
study explored the relationships between EC, in association
with NA, and the self-reported use of two of the most investigated negative cognitive ER strategies: rumination (brooding and reflection facets) and suppression. Both ER strategies have been considered special forms of cognitive avoidance (i.e., Martell, Addis, & Jacobson, 2001; Stroebe, Boelen,
van den Hout, Stroebe, Salemink, & van den Bout, 2007;
Wegner & Zanakos, 1994). For that reason, and in order to
limit the number of self-reported questionnaires to be answered by participants in the study, we decided not to include a specific measure of cognitive avoidance.
Concerning the first goal, the adapted EC scale was explored in relation to the Big Five model personality dimensions, emotional reactivity, anxiety, and depressive manifestations in order to examine its convergent and divergent validity. As a first step in the analyses of potential associations
between EC and cognitive ER, a general measure of cognitive ER (see measures section) was also used to explore the
relationships between EC and the general tendency to engage in negative and/or positive ER strategies.
Based on previous research, it was hypothesized that the
EC scale would be positively related to conscientiousness,
while negatively associated with NA measures, neuroticism,
anxious and depressive manifestations, and a greater use of
negative ER strategies. The original three-factor structure of
the EC scale and subscales were examined through exploratory and confirmatory analyses.
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With respect to the study’s second goal, it was hypothesized that (a) participants who were both high in NA and
low in EC would make greater use of rumination and suppression when facing negative affect, and therefore will exhibit greater anxiety, and (b) that EC would moderate the
association between NA and rumination and suppression,
on the one hand, and between EC and anxiety, on the other
hand.

Method
Participants and procedure
The sample consisted of 353 undergraduate students
from technical, education, and psychology studies (106 male,
247 female; Mage = 22.69 years-old, SD = 5.22), proficient in
Catalan and Spanish. The students were assessed through
questionnaires on NA (both behavioral inhibition system
[BIS] reactivity and negative affect), EC ability, cognitive ER
styles (rumination, suppression, and general cognitive ER
style – positive or negative), and anxious and depressive
manifestations. Questionnaires were administered in a group
setting (with approximately 30 participants per group). A
brief description of the purpose of the study was given,
along with information regarding the study’s approval by the
university’s Bioethics Committee, and written consent was
obtained. One month later a subset of 113 participants from
the initial sample was contacted and asked to complete the
EC scale again for test-retest reliability.
Measures
Effortful control
The EC scale of the ATQ-short form (Evans &
Rothbart, 2007) was used. The scale comprises 19 items to
be rated in a 7-point Likert scale (1 = extremely untrue of you; 7
= extremely true of you) and is divided into three subscales: inhibitory control (7 items), attentional control (5 items) and
activation control (7 items). Internal consistency for the full
scale in the original version was = .78 (inhibitory control
= .60, attentional control = .73, and activation control =
.69) with similar values in the German, French, and Japanese
versions. Test-retest reliability data are only available for the
Japanese (subscales ranging r = .79 - .89; data for the complete EC scale was not reported) and French versions (EC
scale r = .84; subscales ranging .71 - .85). The original version of the EC scale was translated into Catalan by the first
author, with the assistance of two bilingual Catalan-English
scholars, one in psychology and the other in Catalan language, and then the scale was back-translated by a third bilingual psychology researcher. For translation purposes, only
the original English version was used.
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Negative affectivity
As previously described in the introduction section, NA
is an overarching construct including overlapping concepts
such as BIS reactivity (Gray, 1987) and negative affect (Clark
& Watson, 1991). NA can be broadly defined as ―the proneness to experience an array of negative emotional states, and
to activate defensive motivational systems‖ (Craske, 2003, p.
49). Some authors (e.g., Lang & Bradley, 2010) consider reports of negative affect to be founded in the motivational
defense system activation (i.e. BIS reactivity) and in previous
works on that topic, cognitive ER was found to be more
closely linked to negative affect than to BIS reactivity (Tortella-Feliu, Balle, & Sesé, 2010). For that reason, in the current study we decided to include measures of both concepts
for assessing NA. For measuring negative and positive affect
we used the Spanish version (Sandín et al., 1999) of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark,
& Tellegen, 1988), a 20-item questionnaire (with 10 descriptors for each positive affect and negative affect scale). Participants are required to respond each of the descriptors using a 5-point scale (1 = very slightly or not at all; 5 = extremely)
indicating the extent to which the term properly describes
their regular affective state. Internal consistency for the
original PANAS Positive Affect Scales is = .88 ( = .89
and = .87 for men and women respectively for the Spanish version) and for the Negative Affect Scale is = .85 (
= .91 and = .89 for men and women respectively for the
Spanish version). Cronbach’s for our screened sample was
.87 for positive affect and .86 for negative affect.
For measuring BIS reactivity we used the Sensitivity to
Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (Torrubia, Àvila, Moltó, & Caseras, 2001). This is a 48-item yesno response questionnaire elaborated and validated following Gray’s psychobiological model of personality. It consists
of two scales: Sensitivity to Punishment (24 items) and Sensitivity to Reward (24 items) which measure individual differences in the reactivity of two conceptual neurological systems,
the BIS and the Behavioral Activation System (BAS), respectively. Scores range from 0 to 24 for each of the scales, with
higher scores indicating higher sensitivity to punishment or
higher sensitivity to reward, respectively. Both scales present
satisfactory internal consistency (Sensitivity to Punishment
= .83 for males and = .82 for females; Sensitivity to Reward = .78 for males and = .75 for females) and testretest reliability at 3-month r = .89 for Sensitivity to Punishment and r = .87 for Sensitivity to Reward. In our
screened sample Cronbach’s
was .86 for Sensitivity to
Punishment and .79 for Sensitivity to Reward
Personality dimensions
The NEO Five-Factors Inventory (NEO-FFI) by Costa
(Costa & McCrae, 1992) was used in its Spanish version
(Costa & McCrae, 1999) to evaluate the personality dimenanales de psicología, 2013, vol. 29, nº 3 (octubre)
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sions of Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. The NEO-FFI comprises 60
items to be rated in a 5-point Likert scale by indicating to
which extent the respondents agree with each of the statements regarding themselves (0 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly
agree). It has shown good psychometric properties, although
some items in the Agreeableness and Conscientiousness
scales low loaded in their factor. The Spanish translation
showed internal consistency ranging from = .71 (Agreeableness) to
= .82 (Neuroticism) (Manga, Ramos, &
Morán, 2004). In our screened sample Cronbach’s ranged
from .70 (Agreeableness) to .86 (Neuroticism and Extraversion).
Anxiety and depressive manifestations
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, trait version (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970) in its Spanish translation
(Seisdedos, 1982) was used to assess anxiety manifestations.
It consists of 20 statements measuring subjective feelings of
anxiety in a 4-point scale (0 = almost never; 3 = almost always).
Good to excellent internal consistency has been reported for
the scale (α = .86 – .95) across diverse, samples (Spielberger
et al, 1983). Internal consistency for the Spanish version
range from α = .83 to α = .92 in diverse samples. In our
sample internal consistency was = .90.
Depressive symptomatology was measured by means of
the Spanish version (Sanz, Navarro, & Vázquez, 2003) of the
Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; Beck, Brown, &
Steer, 1996). The 21 items included in the BDI-II, each one
corresponding to one symptom of depression, are rated on a
4-point scale ranging from 0 to 3. The Spanish version retains good psychometric properties with high internal consistency (α = .89), the same we obtained in our sample.
Cognitive emotion regulation
A Catalan version (Tortella-Feliu et al., 2010) of the
Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Garnefski,
Kraaij, & Spinhoven, 2001) was used. It consists of 36 items
to be answered on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = [almost] never, 5
= [almost] always) regarding the way the individual generally
responds when confronted with a negative or unpleasant
event. The questionnaire includes nine subscales with four
items each, which correspond to nine cognitive strategies.
Four of the subscales are grouped as ―negative cognitive
emotion regulation‖ (self-blame, rumination, catastrophizing, and blaming others) and five subscales are grouped as
―positive cognitive emotion regulation‖ (acceptance, positive
refocusing, refocus planning, positive reappraisal, and putting into perspective). Each subscale score is obtained by
adding scores for the four items. A global positive and negative cognitive ER score can also be obtained by finding the
total of each subscale score in each category. The instrument
has shown good psychometric properties (internal consis-
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tency was = .89 for the Positive Regulation Scale, and =
.89 for the Negative Regulation Scale; test-retest reliability at
five months was r = .62 for both scales). Internal consistency
in our screened sample was = .89 for Positive Regulation,
and .79 for Negative Regulation. For the purpose of the current study, this measure was used only to explore the association between EC with the tendency to engage with negative and/or positive ER strategies. That is, results for each
of the nine specific subscales will not be depicted in the Results section.
Specific measures for the two most studied cognitive ER
strategies in emotional disorders research (Aldao et al.,
2010), rumination and suppression, were also incorporated
in the study as related to its second aim. That is, to explore
to which extend EC, in association with NA, could determine a greater use of these negative ER strategies. For assessing rumination we used the Spanish version (Hervás,
2008) of the shortened Ruminative Response Scale (Treynor,
Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003). It consists of 10
statements to be rated in a 4-point scale (1 = almost never; 4 =
almost always) according to the frequency in which ruminative
responses are performed when experiencing dysphoric
mood The instrument contains two subscales: reflection and
brooding. The Spanish version shows high internal consistency ( = .93) for the whole scale. Seven-weeks test-retest
reliability was weaker than in the original English version (r
= .54). In our sample internal consistency was = .74 for
the whole scale and = .77 and = .72 for the brooding
and reflection scales respectively. Thought suppression was
assessed by means of the Spanish version (FernándezBerrocal, Extremera, & Ramos, 2004) of the White Bear
Suppression Inventory (Wegner & Zanakos, 1994). It is a
15-item questionnaire wherein respondents are asked to rate
using a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) to
which extent each of the statements fits their typical behaviors. The original version showed high internal consistency
across several large students sample ( ranging from .87 to
.89) and good test-retest reliability r = .80 (Muris, Merckelbach, & Horselenberg, 1996). The Spanish version retains
these psychometric properties with internal consistency α =
.88 and test-retest reliability r = .72. In our screened sample
internal consistency was α = .92.
Statistical analyses
In order to analyze the psychometric properties of the
EC scale and its three subscales, internal consistency was
calculated using Cronbrach’s α. Temporal stability was examined through correlations over a four-week period. Convergent validity was explored running partial zero order correlations controlling by sex – as previous research has
pointed out sex differences in key variables in the study as
BIS/BAS reactivity (Torrubia et al., 2001) or trait-anxiety
(Spielberger et al., 1970) with female scoring high in BIS reactivity and trait anxiety –, among EC scales and all other
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self-reported measures included in the study. It was explored
in relation to the Big Five personality model as done in previous studies with the Adult Temperament Questionnaire
(Evans & Rothbart, 2007; Laverdière et al., 2010; Wiltink et
al., 2006) and with previous results reported in the literature
(see Introduction section) that linked EC to negative affectivity, anxiety and depression.
To analyze the construct validity of the EC scale, exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory factor analyses (CFA)
were conducted. Based on the ordinal nature of data, EFA
was conducted by analyzing the polychoric correlation matrices with the estimation method of weighted least-squares
with mean and variance adjustment (WLSMV) specific and
optimal for ordinal and categorical data (Muthen, du Toil, &
Spisic, 1997) and CFA by means of WLSMV, and Maximum Likehood Means (MLM) using Mplus 3 (Muthén &
Muthén, 2004). Minimum Average Partial (MAP) and Parallel Analysis (PA) were used to determine the number of factors for the total scale and for each of the three subscales.
Likewise, four CFAs were performed, the first to test the
original hypothesized three-factor structure of the EC scale,
and the other three to further explore the assumed unidimensionality of each EC subscale (attentional, inhibitory and
activation control). Goodness-of-fit indices (GFI) examined
were chi-square statistic, the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and the Root Mean Square Er-
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ror of Approximation (RMSEA). For CFI and TLI fit indices, cut-off criteria were ≥ .90. For RMSEA, values between
.06 and .08 were considered acceptable (Browne & Cudeck,
1993). These cut-offs apply to models with continuous outcomes, however Yu (2002) reported that they are also reasonable for models with categorical outcomes.
For testing hypothesized moderated effect of EC on the
association between NA (negative affect and BIS reactivity)
and negative cognitive ER strategies (rumination, suppression) and anxiety, we utilized the regression approach following recommendations by Holmbeck (1997), with centered values for the predictor and moderator variables to
eliminate multicollinearity effects.

Results and discussion
Descriptive statistics, internal consistency and temporal stability
Descriptive statistics for all variables in the study, comparatively listed by participants’ sex, are depicted in Table 1.
As widely reported in the literature, females score higher in
BIS reactivity, anxiety manifestations, and brooding, while
males score higher in BAS reactivity. No differences were
found in other variables included in the analysis.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and mean comparisons by sex for main variables in the study.

BIS_r a
BAS_r b
PANAS_NAc
PANAS_PAd
ECe Scale
Inhibition control
Attentional control
Activation control
Total EC
STAI-Tf
BDI-IIg
CERQ_NEGh
CERQ_POSi
RRSj
Reflectionk

M (sd)
(range)
Male
9.48 (5.26)

Female
11.61 (5.82)

t (349) / p
3.41 (.001)

11.59 (4.52)

8.74 (4.07)

5.83 (.000)

18.37 (5.91)

19.15 (5.86)

1.15 (.253)

30.57 (6.17)

29.79 (5.72)

1.16 (.248)

4.41(0.92)
(1.57-7)
4.17 (1.04)
(1-7)
4.42 (0.88)
(1.86-7)
4.35 (0.69)
(2.53-7)
22.97 (10.51)
(1-58)
8.89 (6.67)
(0-50)
40.07 (7.95)
(20-67)
63.16 (12.79)
(32-95)

4.55 (0.89)

4.36 (.93)

1.78 (.076)

4.08 (1.09)

4.21 (1.01)

1.06 (.289)

4.37 (0.90)

4.46 (0.87)

.802 (.423)

4.36 (0.73)

4.35 (0.68)

.077 (.939)

20.48 (10.70)

24.08 (10.31)

2.96 (.003)

8.22 (7.52)

9.24 (7.77)

1.15 (.251)

40.54 (8.11)

39.95 (7.92)

.637 (.524)

65.02 (11.93)

62.32 (13.13)

1.82 (.070)

10.41 (3.37)
(5-19)

10.61 (3.46)

10.34 (3.35)

.676 (.499)

Total sample
10.95 (5.45)
(0-24)
9.58(4.39)
(0-22)
18.87 (5.88)
(10-48)
30.00 (5.85)
(14-48)
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BIS_r a
BAS_r b
PANAS_NAc
Broodingl
Total
WBSIm

Total sample
10.95 (5.45)
(0-24)
9.58(4.39)
(0-22)
18.87 (5.88)
(10-48)
11.02 (3.28)
(5-20)
21.43 (5.26)
(10-36)
39.10 (13.45)
(16-75)

M (sd)
(range)
Male
9.48 (5.26)

Female
11.61 (5.82)

t (349) / p
3.41 (.001)

11.59 (4.52)

8.74 (4.07)

5.83 (.000)

18.37 (5.91)

19.15 (5.86)

1.15 (.253)

10.29 (2.89)

11.36 (3.40)

2.80 (.005)

20.90 (5.09)

21.70 (5.33)

1.30 (.195)

37.85 (11.38)

39.75 (14.25)

1.22 (.224)

Note. aBIS_r = Behavioral Inhibition System Reactivity; bBAS_r/ = Behavioral Activation System Reactivity; cPANAS_NA = Negative Affect Scale of the
Positive and Negative Affect Scale; dPANAS_PA = Positive Affect Scale of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale; eEC = Effortful Control; fSTAI-T =
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Trait; gBDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory-II; hCERQ_NEG = Negative Style subscale of the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; iCERQ_POS = Positive Style subscale of the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; jRRS = Ruminative Responses Scales – short
form; kReflection = Reflection subscale of the Ruminative Responses Scales – short form; lBrooding = Brooding subscale of the Ruminative Responses
Scales – short form; mWBSI = White Bear Suppression Inventory.
Statistically significant differences are boldfaced.
Table 2. Correlations among subscales, internal consistency (N = 353), and 4-week test retest reliability (n = 113) of the EC Scale.

EC total
Inhibitory control
Attentional control
Activation control

ECa total
1
.728*
.721*
.754*

Inhibitory control

Attentional control

Activation control

1
.286*
.262*

1
.721*

1

Cronbach’s
.708
.505
.671
.543

rxx
.797*
.701*
.723*
.726*

Note. aEC = Effortful control
* p < .001

Although it is not easy to set a general single criterion for
deciding when internal consistency and test-retest reliability
are satisfactory (Abad, Olea, Ponsoda, & García, 2011) we
consider, based on George and Mallery (2003) guidelines,
that the full EC scale presents acceptable (slightly above .70,
see Table 2) internal consistency, while it is questionable for
the attentional control subscale and poor the inhibition and
control subscales. Regarding temporal stability, all test-retest
correlations were adequate. For anxiety and related constructs measures, test-retest reliabilities ranging from .70 to
.80 are considered to be adequate, those greater than .80 are
considered to be good, or very good when equalling or exceeding .90 (Antony, Orsillo, & Roemer, 2001).
Factor analyses
For the EFA, the Mardia’s test of multivariate normality
(Mardia, 1980) resulted in a non-normal distribution. Therefore, ML was not adequate. Related to the number of factors
to retain in the total EC 19-items, MAP recommended one
factor, while PA recommended six. When items from the
three subscales were studied independently, MAP indicated
an only factor in every case, while PA recommended retaining three factors for activation, two for inhibitory and one
for attentional control.
As for the original three-factor structure solution
(WLSMV extraction and promax rotation), EFA did not result as expected, as depicted in Table 3. Only the attentional
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control subscale, and to a much smaller extent the activation
control subscale, retained some resemblance to theoretical
structure.
Table 3. Standardized factor loadings from Exploratoty Factor Analysis
(WLSMV extraction and promax rotation) performed on the EC scale.

ATQa_2 ACb
ATQ_5 ATTc
ATQ_8 AC
ATQ_11 ICd
ATQ_15 AC
ATQ_26 IC
ATQ_27 AC
ATQ_29 ATT
ATQ_35 ATT
ATQ_40 ATT
ATQ_43 IC
ATQ_47 AC
ATQ_50 ATT
ATQ_53 IC
ATQ_55 AC
ATQ_60 IC
ATQ_63 IC
ATQ_72 AC
ATQ_76 IC

Activation
Control
.39
.42
.53
-.14
.20
-.07
.34
.19
.22
.14
.05
.59
-.15
.17
.47
-.09
-.09
.04
.04

Attentional
Control
-.01
.25
.15
.24
.07
.19
.12
.53
.41
.57
-.06
-.18
.57
.20
-.06
.34
.32
.22
-.10

Inhibitory
Control
.00
.14
-.10
.45
.46
.29
.52
.05
.23
-.07
.36
.31
.10
.06
-.04
-.08
-.06
-.28
.60

Note. aATQ = Adult Temperament Questionnaire – short form; bAC = item
included into the Activation control subscale in the original ATQ shortform; cATT = item included into the Attentional control subscale in the
original ATQ short-form; dIC = item included into the Inhibitory control
subscale in the original ATQ short-form;
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Table 4. Goodness-of-fit for the Catalan version of the EC dimension and
subdimensions.

TLIb

CFIc

RMSEAd

393 149
310.73 71

.680
.687

.633
.722

.068
.098

69.55 14
83.06 11

.744
.761

.616
.696

.106
.083

13.12 5
23.37 5

.960
.950

.920
.930

.068
.102

35.29 14
53.02 12

.776
.685

.664
.579

.066
.099

2

ECe total (three-factor model)
Maximum Likelihood Mean
WLSMVf
Activation Control
Maximum Likelihood Mean
WLSMV
Attentional Control
Maximum Likelihood Mean
WLSMV
Inhibitory control
Maximum Likelihood Mean
WLSMV

dfa

Note. adf = Degrees of Freedom; bTLI: = Tucker-Lewis Index; cCFI =
Comparative Fit Index. dRMSEA = Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation; eEC = Effortful control; fWLSMV = Weighted least-squares with
mean and variance adjustment.

Although EFA yielded a factor solution not convergent
with the theoretical one, CFA was also conducted. For the
three-factor original model (EC total), RMSEA indicated an
acceptable fit (inferior to .08) for MLM, but it was poorer
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when WLSMV was used (see Table 4). Moreover, TLI and
CFI were also very poor. When the unidimensionality of
each scale was analyzed separately, TLI, CFI, and RMSEA
were adequate, but RMSEA was poorer, when using
WLSMV. Again only the attentional control subscale could
be retained in its original form.
Although, altogether these results did not support the hypothesized structure of three EC factors, nor their own subscales’ unidimensionality (except for attentional control), we
decided to use the EC total scale and EC subscales in subsequent convergent and divergent analyses to ensure comparability with previous results.
Convergent validity
The EC scale demonstrated a strong negative association
with neuroticism and a strong positive association with conscientiousness (see Table 5). Substantially weaker, but also
statistically significant positive correlations were found with
extraversion, agreeableness, and openness for the total EC
scale.

Table 5. Partial zero order correlations controlling for sex for the EC scales and all the other variables in the study.

Emotional reactivity
BIS_rb
BAS_rc
PANAS_NAd
PANAS_PAe
Anxiety and depressive symptoms
STAI-Tf
BDI-IIg
Emotion regulation
Negative ERh
Positive ERi
RRS_reflectionj
RRS_broodingk
RRS_total
WBSIm
Personality dimensions
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

Total ECa

Inhibitory Control

Attentional Control

Activation Control

-.314***
-.255***
-.319***
.295***

-.193
-.307 ***
-.229 ***
.044

-.322 ***
-.127 ***
-.306 ***
.304 ***

-.287***
-.133**
-.179**
.323***

-.475***
-.337***

-.306***
-.209***

-.412 ***
-.353 ***

-.340 ***
-.198 ***

-.194***
.185**
.059
-.263***
-.132***
-.416 ***

-.126*
.128*
.101
-.185 **
-.055
-.303***

-.204***
.160**
-.023
-.213***
-.150**
-.351***

-.114*
-.122*
.039
-.184**
-.097 
-.268***

-.442***
.149***
.131*
.216***
.593***

-.308***
-.098
.004
.240***
.334***

-.365***
.206***
.130*
-081
.395***

-.307***
.245***
.164**
.140***
.576***

Note. p < .10, * p < .,05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
aEC = Effortful Control; bBIS_r = Behavioral Inhibition System Reactivity; cBAS_r = Behavioral Activation System Reactivity; dPANAS_NA = Negative Affect Scale of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale; ePANAS_PA = Positive Affect Scale of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale; fSTAI-T = State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory – Trait; gBDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory-II; hCERQ_NEG = Negative Style subscale of the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; iCERQ_POS = Positive Style subscale of the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; jRRS_Reflection = Reflection subscale of the Ruminative Responses Scales – short form; kRRS_Brooding = Brooding subscale of the Ruminative Responses Scales – short form; mWBSI = White Bear Suppression Inventory.

EC was negatively related to BIS reactivity (excepting the
inhibitory control subscale), negative affect, and anxious and
depressive manifestations an positively with positive affect.
Moreover, EC also appeared to be negatively associated
with global negative cognitive ER style. Positive affect and a

greater use of positive cognitive ER strategies appeared to
be positively associated with EC.
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On the potential interaction of negative affectivity
and effortful control in determining cognitive emotion regulation
As depicted in Table 5, EC and its attentional control
subscale appeared to be negatively associated with global
negative cognitive ER style, rumination (total score and its
brooding facet but not with reflection) and suppression and
positively related with global positive ER style.
As a next step in exploring how EC could determine the
use of negative cognitive ER strategies, we examined how
the interaction of NA and EC affects the use of two forms
of these ER strategies: rumination and suppression. Anxiety
manifestations, although not itself the main focus of this
study, were also included as a dependent variable in the

analysis. It was hypothesized that EC would moderate the
association between NA and both forms of ER (rumination,
suppression). A series of 7-step hierarchical regressions were
performed with BIS reactivity or negative affect as independent variables (controlling for sex); anxiety manifestations, rumination and suppression as criterion variables; and
EC as supposed moderator. Different analyses were conducted for BIS reactivity and for negative affect as independent variables in order to explore, as suggested in previous research, whether they have different impacts on ER.
Sex was included in step 1, BIS reactivity or negative affect
in step 2, EC in step 3, the BIS reactivity or negative affect x
Sex and EC x Sex interactions in steps 4 and 5, BIS reactivity or negative affect x EC interaction in step 6 and, finally,
BIS reactivity or negative affect x EC x sex in step 7.

Table 6. Regression analyses with anxiety manifestation and negative cognitive emotion regulation as dependent variables.

Predictor
Step 1
Sex
Step 2
BISrf
Step 3
EC
Step 4
BISr x Sex
Step 5
ECg x Sex
Step 6
BISr x EC
Step 7
BISrxECx Sex
Total adjusted R2
Step 1
Sex
Step 2
NAh
Step 3
EC
Step 4
NA x Sex
Step 5
EC x Sex
Step 6
NA x EC
Step 7
NA x EC x Sex
Total adjusted R2

STAI-Ta
R2
.021***
.434***
.079***
.004
.002
.001
.001
. 535
.023**
.441***
.074***
.000
.002
.000
.000
.531

B
-1.13
0.65**
-5.94**
0.33
1.09
0.15
-.16

-2.78**
1.04***
-2.30
-.01
-1.54
.133
-.073

RRS totalc
R2
.004
.094***
.001
.000
.010
.000
.001
.111
.004
.111***
.000
.000
.002
.000
.000
.101

B
.138
.133
-2.70*
.133
1.94*
-.105
.088

-.564
.309*
-1.30
-.013
.847
.033
-.017

RRS broodingd
B
R2
.021**
-.371
.209***
.171
.016**
-1.47*
.001
.068
.003
-.628
.000
.021
.000
.026
.234

WBSIe
R2
.004

.020**

.003

.173***
.017**
.000
.000
.001
.001
.196

-.912*
.255**
-.472
-.053
-.138
.070
-.037

.219***
.078***
.001
.007
.000
.001
.269

.223***
.073***
.000
.003
.001
.001
.299

B
.036
.927**
-10.61***
.026
3.62
.290
-.195

-1.24
.787*
-8.49**
.087
2.20
.304
-.162

Note.  p < .10, * p < .,05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
aSTAI-T = State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Trait; bCERQ_NEG = Negative Style subscale of the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; cRRS = Ruminative Responses Scales – short form; dBrooding = Brooding subscale of the Ruminative Responses Scales – short form; eWBSI = White Bear Suppression
Inventory; fBISr = Behavioral Inhition System reactivity; gEC = Effortful Control; hNA= Negative Affect.

The final summarized model (see Table 6) revealed significant effects in all cases for NA, indistinctly if measured
as BIS reactivity or negative affect and, in most of them but
not all, for EC. Interactions between BIS reactivity or negative affect and EC, were not significant.
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Discussion
The adapted version of the EC scale presented acceptable
internal consistency and temporal stability for the full scale
and for the attentional control subscale, but lower than
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those reported for previous versions. For the inhibitory and
activation control subscales internal consistency was notably
poor. In other studies, the lowest internal consistency was
also for the inhibitory control subscale which also appeared
to be weakly correlated with the other two EC subscales but
it was considerably greater for the activation control subscale.
As in existing literature, the EC scale demonstrated a
strong negative association with neuroticism and a strong
positive association with conscientiousness. Substantially
weaker, but also statistically significant positive correlations
were found with extraversion, agreeableness, and openness
for the total EC scale and activation control. Although these
significant associations have been also reported in some previous psychometric studies (Wiltink et al., 2006) but not
from others (Evans & Rothbart, 2007), results in the current
study partially compromise the divergent validity of the
scale.
No previous studies had analyzed the ATQ scales at the
item level. Item level analysis approach is consistent with
Gignac, Bates, and Jang (2007) proposal, who asserted that,
in order to avoid excessively complex constructs in personality research, each proposed dimension should be examined
individually through CFA. The resulting factor structure
does not support the three-factor solution derived from the
theoretical model on the components of EC. Only the attentional control subscale retained some resemblance to theoretical structure. It could be argued that another factorial solution, closer to the three-factor one, could be obtained by
analyzing the full ATQ and not only one of its subscales. Although this is true, it is also important to consider that the
EC scale should be studied by itself, as already done in the
previous work by Yamagata and colleagues (2005). The selfreport measure of EC is a unique contribution of the ATQ,
whereas other temperamental constructs in the questionnaire could be measured through previously existing selfreport instruments. In any case, from the results of the current factor analytic study it seems reasonable to retain attentional control as a subscale to be used in separate analyses
but the same cannot be said regarding activation and inhibitory control subscales. These critical results must be considered to be provisional but they suggest that a detailed study
of the psychometric properties of the scale (and subscales) is
needed. Muris and Meesters (2009) in their study on the
psychometric characteristics of the Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire-Revised (EATQ-R) arrived to similar conclusions: “It can be concluded that the EATQ-R is a
useful scale for measuring aspects of reactive and regulative
temperament in children and adolescents, although there is
certainly room for improving the instrument” (p. 17).
The second purpose of the study was to explore the relationships between EC, in association with NA, and the selfreported use of negative cognitive ER strategies. Completely
consistent with previous research, and in accordance with
our hypothesis, EC was negatively related to NA and anxious and depressive manifestations. As we supposed, but
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with little empirical support in the literature, EC also appeared to be negatively associated with negative cognitive
ER style, specially with the brooding facet of rumination and
suppression. Our data could be linked to extensive literature
indicating that brooding, but not self-reflective rumination,
is particularly related to emotional disorders (e.g. Schoofs,
Hermans, & Raes, 2010; Treynor et al., 2003). Positive affect
and a greater use of positive cognitive ER strategies (such as
acceptance) appeared to be positively associated with EC. In
general, the relationships among EC and the rest of variables
under analysis were stronger for the total scale and the attentional control subscale than for inhibition control and especially for activation control. This is in accordance with the
idea that attentional control is the EC domain that seems to
be more relevant for anxiety and in some cases for depression (Cisler & Koster, 2010; Koster et al., 2011). In fact, it is
increasingly claimed that attentional bias towards threat is a
core element of anxiety disorders (see Cisler & Koster, 2010
for a review) and that EC likely moderates the relationship
between emotional reactivity and attentional bias (Lonigan &
Vasey, 2009). Regarding the interplay between NA and EC
in determining anxiety and cognitive ER, subjects high in
BIS reactivity/negative affect and low in EC exhibited
higher scores both on anxiety and rumination and suppression and those who were low in BIS reactivity/negative affect and high in EC exhibiting lower ones. These results are
consistent with data reported in previous research supporting the idea that both emotional reactivity and EC determine
anxiety and other general distress manifestations (e.g.,
Buffington, 2009; Verstraeten et al., 2009; Wiltink et al.,
2006), with the relative novelty that the same is true for
negative ER strategies, an observation that has not yet been
broadly stated. But contrary to previous results for depression in adolescents (Verstraeten et al., 2009), we have not
found EC to moderate the relationship between NA and
anxiety manifestations and/or negative cognitive ER strategies. In any case, the inclusion of EC in the models significantly increased its predictive power for anxiety manifestations and negative ER. However, being true that NA is quite
a good predictor of difficulties in cognitive ER because it increased the risk of engaging in it, the amount of variance explained by NA was significantly lower (more than 50%) than
the amount explained for anxiety manifestations. In our results, suppression appeared to be the cognitive ER strategy
more closely associated with high NA and low EC. One potential explanation for this finding is that the self-report
measure used to quantify suppression, the WBSI, also includes intrusion-sensitive items capturing not only suppression per se but also the frequency of intrusions, which seem
to be more strongly associated with anxiety and depression
(Schmidt et al., 2009) and/or to be a more direct outcome of
exhibiting high NA and low EC. These data provide, in spite
of its limitations, new avenues for advancing the understanding and characterization of emotional disorders as an interplay between emotional reactivity and EC and attentional
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control capabilities (e.g., Koster et al., 2011; Tull et al.,
2010).
The current study has a number of limitations, mainly related to the sample’s composition (college students), its
cross-sectional nature, the absence of other measures beyond self-reported ones and, more important, with the lack
of data on the results of the translation and back-translation
processes. Although we tried to ensure conceptual and linguistic equivalences in the translation and back-translation
processes, we did not track results of this process, as recommended by the Guidelines for adapting tests (International Test Comission, 2010) and emphasized in other
documents (Abad et al., 2011), and then we are not able to
report it. Moreover, cognitive interviews were not conducted. Unfortunately, at present, this serious limitation is
impossible to overcome. Regarding some of the other limitations, some participants in the current study were after enrolled in laboratory and ambulatory assessment of psychophysiological responding (Bornas et al., 2013; Bornas, Tortella-Feliu, Balle & Llabrés, 2012; Morillas-Romero, TortellaFeliu, Bornas, & Aguayo-Siquier, in press) and psychological
assessment in daily life with electronic mood and cognitive
ER diaries (Tortella-Feliu et al., 2012) allowing us to overcome most of the limitations of this initial report in addition
to advancing the knowledge of the neural underpinnings of
cognitive ER and its influence in daily life functioning.
Moreover, it would be desirable, after this initial approach,
to extend the analyses with a general population sample. Despite the limitations, the current study provides new data on
the EC scale, specially regarding its factorial structure, and
some new insights into the ER field that we believe deserve
to be communicated.
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